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1 Introduction

A large literature in cognitive science has shown that interleaved practice – where the sequence of material

alternates between topics (abc-abc-abc) – can support inductive learning, but there is little evidence on the

impact of educational policies that increase exposure to this mnemonic tool. Interleaving contrasts with

blocked problem sets, where students repeatedly practice a single skill (aaa-bbb-ccc). Interleaving has been

found to support the development of skills requiring classification, such as applying the correct math solution

to a given problem (e.g., Taylor and Rohrer, 2010; Taylor, 2008; Ziegler and Stern, 2014; Rohrer et al., 2015;

Ostrow et al., 2015; Rohrer et al., 2020b). Motivated by the strong evidence base, interleaving is often

recommended as a low-cost tool to improve the quality of educational resources (Roediger and Pyc, 2012;

Brown et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2020a). Most evidence is based on high-quality pilot programs that increase

exposure to interleaving over relatively short periods and measure retention over shorter terms. The impact

of programs that increase exposure to interleaved math practice over long terms, such as an academic year,

remains uncertain.

This study examines the effects of interleaved math problem sets relative to blocked problem sets on

math test scores in low-cost private schools in Nigeria, operated by Bridge Nigeria. Grade five classrooms

were randomly assigned to practice math concepts following either an interleaved or blocked sequence for

a full academic year. The design of the program was guided by a large body of evidence suggesting that

interleaving exemplar math problems could help students learn to more accurately match solution strategies

to problems through an improved ability to accurately classify new problems and improve long-term retention

of these skills.

We examine the effect of interleaving on multiple mathematics test scores observed throughout the

program. Short-term retention was measured using assessments at the end of each academic term that

tested material taught in that term. Longer-term retention was measured using a cumulative assessment at

the end of the program that covered material taught over the program’s full course.

Interleaved practice increased short-term retention by 0.29 standard deviations. This effect is close to

the 0.34 standard deviation effect of interleaving on mathematics skills found in a recent meta-analysis by

Brunmair and Richter (2019). The interleaving effect is largest for children at the bottom of the test score

distribution, also similar to prior studies of interleaved practice (e.g., Ostrow et al., 2015). We do not find

that interleaving improved test scores of top-performing students.

In contrast, we find no evidence of an average effect on a measure of retention of material over the full

academic year. The estimated effect of interleaving on an end-of-year cumulative assessment is only 0.04
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standard deviations. We cannot reject the hypothesis of zero effect. Quantile regression estimates suggest

that the interleaving effect may be more persistent for lower-achieving students, however, these impacts

appear to be offset by negative impacts at the top of the distribution. These results suggest that the order

of practice can have distributional consequences.

Distributional impacts of the order of practice may reflect differences in students’ counterfactual ability to

accurately classify math problems. Low-performing students may struggle to accurately classify problems, a

form of inductive knowledge commonly believed to be supported by various forms of contextual interference.

Top-performing students may be more likely to master classification without changes to the order of practice

but still have room to improve in accurately carrying out a solution algorithm (e.g., procedural fluency).

The academic performance of top students may therefore be more responsive to blocked practice if this form

of practice is more efficient at promoting accuracy in carrying out an algorithm. This interpretation, while

speculative, is consistent with existing meta-analysis results suggesting that the interleaving effect may be

highly sensitive to the specific setting and learning material (Brunmair and Richter, 2019).

This study is the first evaluation of a whole-year interleaving program. Prior to our study, the duration of

the longest interleaving mathematics program was four months (Rohrer et al., 2020b). The retention interval

– the amount of time elapsed between the test and when the material was practiced – is also longer than

previous studies. Although not observable directly, we calculate that the average item on the cumulative

assessment was practiced approximately 141 days before the cumulative assessment. On a comparable

measure, the longest interval studied previously was 92 days (Ziegler and Stern, 2014).1 Our measure of

long-term retention is a comprehensive assessment, including a mixture of material practiced nine months

before the date of the assessment and some from weeks before the assessment.

Our study adds to an emerging literature that applies lessons from cognitive psychology to develop

and evaluate scalable, low-cost educational interventions for LMICs (Dillon et al., 2017). Evidence of the

interleaving impact on math skills comes from bespoke pilot studies designed with substantial researcher

involvement and conducted in either the United States, Germany, or Switzerland (see Appendix Table A1).

Despite the scientific importance of this literature, it cannot be assumed that increased interleaving in math-

ematics practice would increase learning in other settings given differences in populations, baseline learning

levels, and potentially complementary inputs. Furthermore, impacts observed in pilots with substantial re-

searcher involvement may not carry over to programs implemented at scale without researcher involvement

by education practitioners (Al-Ubaydli et al., 2019; List, 2022). The present study confirms that a program

designed and implemented by practitioners can reproduce the positive short-run impacts of pilot studies,

but casts some doubt on whether these effects persist in the long run.

1Section 2.6 discusses details of how comparable retention intervals are calculated across studies.
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While we find that short-term impacts may overstate longer-run gains, this does not mean that interleav-

ing is not helpful. First, we cannot rule out moderate positive average impacts of interleaving on long-term

retention. In many cases, manipulating the sequence of practice can be accomplished at a very low cost,

so our results may still be consistent with the cost-effectiveness of some interleaving programs. Second, the

substantial short-run impacts on test scores may be intrinsically important. In our study, the pace of instruc-

tion was held fixed for both blocked and interleaved conditions, but if interleaved practice supports faster

learning, the pace of instruction could potentially be increased. Third, we find some suggestive evidence that

interleaving impacts are more persistent at the bottom of the distribution suggesting that interleaving can

guard against students falling behind. Fourth, the heterogeneous effects suggest that more effective practice

might be developed by targeting based on students’ skills.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes important features of the

setting and program that are relevant for the interpretation of the results. Section 3 describes the empirical

framework we use to test the effect of the interleaved practice strategy on math performance. Section 5

summarizes our interpretation of these results and concludes.

2 Context

This section describes the context and details of both the blocked and interleaved practice programs. Section

2.1 describes the background and setting, including a discussion of the mathematics curriculum and in-class

practice sessions. Sub-section 2.2 describes the how the interleaving program modified the practice sessions.

Sub-section 2.4 describes the randomization procedure and inclusion criteria. Sub-section 2.5 describes the

study population. Sub-section 2.6 discusses the test scores used to evaluate the program.

2.1 Background & setting

The interleaved problem set program took place in grade five math classrooms in 62 schools in Lagos state

and Osun state. The schools in the study are all operated by Bridge Nigeria – a subsidiary of NewGlobe –

which operates for-profit private schools located mostly in urban informal settlements (henceforth: “Bridge”).

NewGlobe also operates private schools in India, Kenya, and Uganda and supports free public schools as

a technical partner to governments in Nigeria and Rwanda. Bridge schools typically serve lower-income

households. At the time of the study, tuition was approximately eight dollars per month per student.

The interleaving experiment was motivated by a concern within Bridge that some students were having

difficulty classifying math problems (matching the appropriate solution concept to a given problem) on
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cumulative assessments.2 Bridge staff responsible for the central design of lesson materials consulted the

cognitive science literature to identify ways to improve retention of mathematical knowledge, especially

related to the ability to categorize mathematics problems and apply appropriate solution strategies.

Variation in exposure to interleaved practice was accomplished by modifying centrally standardized ma-

terials used to script classroom instruction. Bridge schools employ a model of structured pedagogy wherein

teachers use digital guides that script nearly all classroom activities. The tablet-based lesson plan guides

the teacher through the learning material step-by-step.

Each day students receive three periods of math instruction. Students are introduced to new material in

two 45-minute periods. The two periods typically cover similar material, although there can be differences

in the type of problem.3

The program modified practice embedded in classroom math instruction. During both periods, teachers

lead the class in a module known as “My turn, your turn”, wherein teachers complete worked examples on the

board (“my turn”), and then ask students to complete problems in the assignment book (“your turn”). All

questions are written on the blackboard by the teacher based on instructions in the teacher guide. Sessions

cover between six and fifteen problems focusing on a ‘topic of the day.’ Each topic is presented with an

appropriate solution strategy. The next day, students move on to a new ‘topic of the day’ and complete

practice problems related to that topic. There are two “my-turn/your turn” sessions in each math period,

covering the same topic but different problems.

Outside of these mathematics courses, students have other opportunities for review. Weekly mathematics

revision courses review material covered in the past week. Students are tested at mid- and endterm in

mathematics, providing additional opportunities for retrieval practice (Karpicke and Roediger, 2008).

2.2 Design of the interleaving program

The interleaving program modified the sequence of problems presented to children during the daily “my turn,

your turn” module in both Mathematics periods.4 The number and type of practice problems completed

by the teacher during “my turn” were the same in both interleaved and blocked classrooms. The number

of practice problems by students was also the same in blocked and interleaved classrooms, but the type

differed. In comparison classrooms, “your turn” problems practiced by students were blocked so that each

item used the same solution strategy aligned to the “my turn” segment. Interleaved “your turn” problem

2Students in Bridge schools are tested up to seven times per year in each subject: an initial diagnostic assessment followed
by midterm and endterm assessments in each of the three terms in the academic year. Data from these tests are used centrally
by Bridge to monitor the performance of lesson materials.

3For example, students might practice a procedure in Mathematics 1, and the inverse procedure in Mathematics 2.
4In Term 1, only Mathematics 1 practice was blocked in both conditions. In Terms 2 and 3, classrooms assigned the

interleaved condition received interleaved practice in both Mathematics daily sessions 1 and 2.
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sets, on the other hand, contained both practice problems that were aligned with the topic of the day and

practice problems that were not aligned. The aligned topics were drawn from the set of items practiced

in the blocked practice sets. The non-aligned practice problems were drawn from the respective topics of

the day covered in the ongoing academic term, and most material was drawn from the same unit (a set of

interrelated topics that is typically covered in 3-5 consecutive lessons). There is variation across lessons in

how the interleaved practice was formed. Most lessons included a mixture of approximately half aligned, and

half non-aligned problems.5 Figure 1 provides concrete examples of problems that students would receive in

blocked and interleaved classrooms.

Schools receiving the interleaving program in grade 5 classrooms also received another novel program

in grade 3. This program modified the level of difficulty of passage reading practice provided to students

with initially more advanced reading skills. We think it is unlikely that the introduction of this program

influenced the students in the interleaving study, although we cannot empirically test whether the grade

3 program influenced grade 5 student outcomes. Cross-grade-and-subject spillovers of minor pedagogical

changes are rarely tested for by researchers.

2.3 Overall research agenda.

The present evaluation is one of several such experimental evaluations of pedagogical programs done in

collaboration with NewGlobe’s Learning Innovation team. The Learning Innovation unit works to identify

ways to improve learning in schools using NewGlobe’s materials and test whether variations in materials

are sufficiently effective to be implemented at a large scale. In addition, NewGlobe has worked with other

researchers (Schueler and Rodriguez-Segura, 2020; Romero et al., 2022; Esposito Acosta and Sautmann,

2022).

2.4 Randomization & inclusion criteria

Bridge Nigeria operated 63 schools at the time of the program. One of these schools was excluded from

randomization because it operated a slightly different model (known as “Bridge Plus”). The remaining 62

schools were randomly assigned to the interleaving condition or to the blocked problem sets condition. Each

school contained one grade five classroom. We use the words school and classroom interchangeably to refer

to the unit of randomization. In schools that received the interleaving program, Grade 3 classrooms also

received a separate reading program that provided more difficult reading assignments to students with more

advanced baseline literacy skills. While we are unable to rule out the possibility that the interleaving effect

5For additional details see Appendix A.
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reflects the impact of this Grade 3 reading program, we think that such spillovers would be remarkable and

without empirical precedent.6

Randomization was stratified using data on pre-assignment characteristics including lesson completion

rates, student-teacher ratios, urban/rural location of the school, and a binary variable indicating whether

the school had a grade five class in the previous year.78 Figure 2 illustrates the construction of the final

sample. Twelve strata were formed in total. The stratified randomization assigned 28 schools to the in-

terleaved condition and 34 schools to the blocked condition. After randomization, it was discovered that

two randomization strata contained only a single school. The randomization procedure deterministically

assigned these strata to the comparison group, so these schools were dropped from the analysis.

We restrict the analysis sample both to ensure that estimated effects reflect causal effects of the program

on students’ learning and are not confounded by changes in the population of enrollees and to identify a

sub-sample with high levels of follow-up to ensure that mitigate the risk of effects being compromised by

selective attrition. The analysis includes those students who satisfy two criteria: 1) the student’s unique

identifier is listed in a data file for a mathematics test that NewGlobe administered immediately before the

start of the program; 2) the data include pre-assignment information on the student’s gender, age, and date

of enrollment. In total, 525 students were excluded from the analysis based on these criteria. One school

assigned to the interleaved group had no students meeting these criteria and was therefore dropped from the

analysis. Note that these inclusion criteria do not appear to affect our main results.

2.5 Sample characteristics & baseline balance

We use student- and school-level data collected by Bridge.9 Student-level data include gender, age, date of

enrollment, and prior test scores. School-level data include a variable that classifies the location as either

rural or urban (discussed below), a variable for the student-teacher ratio, and the number of years the school

had been open.

The final study sample consists of 687 students (Table 1). The average age at baseline was 9.81 years and

approximately half of the students are female. Students had been enrolled in a Bridge Nigeria school for 1.23

6A concern could be that introducing new versions of the lesson guides imposes an academy-level administrative cost which
itself affects test scores. This study could underestimate the interleaving effect on test scores if the new program taxes the schools
administrative capacity. However, we see this as a broader concern that affects a broad swath of experimental evaluations.

7Strata were formed by an indicator for whether a school had more than a 75 percent lesson completion rate (approximately
the median), indicators for having 15 or fewer students per teacher, between 15 and 30 students per teacher, and greater than
30 students per teacher, and an indicator for whether the academy is classified as being in an urban location.

8The urban/rural data are Bridge’s classifications used for setting cost-of-living salary adjustments.
9Readers may consider Bridge’s incentives to accurately report data, given that they are a for-profit organization. The

authors’ view is that Bridge conducted this experiment with the intention of exploring whether a pedagogical intervention could
improve educational outcomes of its students, and that the results, whether negative or positive, were not relevant to Bridge’s
reputation or profitability.
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years on average when the interleaving program started.10 The average student-teacher ratio (measured in

the previous year) was 23. At baseline, the teacher guides logged the teachers completing scheduled lesson

guides 77 percent of the time on average.

Most schools were in locations classified as rural areas (68 percent). Rural classifications are created by

Bridge for administrative purposes. The classification is not based on objective criteria. Most schools are

located in Lagos state, one of the most densely populated regions in sub-Saharan Africa. Rural locations

in Lagos state may be more conventionally viewed as “peri-urban”. Eight percent of schools are located in

nearby, less urban, Osun state. All schools located in Osun are classified as rural.

Table 1 shows that both the student-level variables and the school-level variables are similar for the

interleaved and blocked groups.

2.6 Test scores

NewGlobe developed termly posttests measuring short-term retention and cumulative assessment measuring

long-term retention of material covered in the “my turn/your turn” sessions.11 Each test was composed

of thirty open-ended items that were graded ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ with no partial credit. Test items were

sent to grade 5 mathematics teachers through the tablet. Teachers wrote the items on the board, and

students recorded answers in their exercise books. Academy managers selected a teacher other than the

grade 5 mathematics teacher to grade the tests. Students were given the correct answers after the test. For

analysis raw scores are standardized to the comparison group mean and standard deviation. The timing of

administration of the tests is shown in Figure 3.

The calculation of the retention interval in this study differs from other studies of the interleaving effect.

The retention interval for an outcome is often calculated as the amount of time from the end of the interleaving

intervention to the time of the test. In this study, tests were administered immediately after the end of a

term of study, so that the retention intervals defined in this way would be only a few days. The present study

covers material for an entire academic year, with some concepts having been practiced at the beginning of

the program and others closer to the test. We propose an alternative measure of the retention interval which

can be easily calculated for prior studies that captures the fact that the amount of time elapsed since the

practice event for different concepts may vary within a test. Specifically, we calculate the retention interval

as the average duration (in days) from the beginning and the end of a practice period (either an academic

term in the case of the posttests or the academic year for the cumulative assessment) and the date of the

10The data indicate the enrollment date in Bridge Nigeria schools. If a student changed schools, this date would be the
earliest date they enrolled in any Bridge Nigeria school.

11These tests were administered in addition to Bridge Nigeria’s regular mid- and end-term summative assessments.
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test.12

Posttests (short-term) Posttests measure short-term retention of the specific topics covered in the prob-

lem sets for each term. Most subjects were included in at least two terms, and some, such as fractions and

arithmetic, were covered in all three terms (Table 2). However, the specific problems and their corresponding

solution concepts were largely distinct across terms. For example, an arithmetic question on the Term 1

posttest involves addition and subtraction of four-digit numbers, multiplication of three-digit numbers, and

division of a three-digit number by a single-digit number. In Term 2, arithmetic topics include subtraction of

numbers with one decimal place, story problems requiring multiplication of velocity and time, and division

of numbers with decimal places.

We use the phrase “short-term retention” to distinguish these outcomes from the cumulative assessment.

The average retention interval of the posttests is 36 days. The retention interval of the individual posttests

varies due to differences in the length of academic terms. The retention interval of the first posttest is 45.5

days, the second is 38.5, and the third is 23.13

Our preferred short-term outcome is an index formed by the average of a student’s observed posttests.14

In both blocked and interleaved classrooms, 97 percent of students have an average posttest score (Table 3,

Panel A, Column 1.). Follow-up on individual posttests is lower and students in interleaving classrooms are

five percentage points less likely to be observed across the three posttests (Appendix Table A2, Column 2).

Pretests mirrored the posttests, capturing knowledge of material before it was covered in instruction and

problem sets. Pretests and posttests administered in the same academic term covered the exact same topics

but with minor alterations to each item. For example, a pretest item was: ‘Solve 9857 - 1903 - 708’, and the

accompanying posttest item was ‘Solve 9056 - 2071 - 609’. The order of topics covered differed for pretests

and posttests.

Cumulative test score (long-term) The cumulative assessment was administered at the end of the third

academic term, just after completing the interleaving program. The cumulative test covered the content of

the lessons over the full academic year with one-third of the questions covering material from each of the

12Specifically, if students practiced a set of concepts Xj across a time interval from t0j to t1j , then the average retention

interval for a test yj administered at time t3j is calculated as
∆1j+∆2j

2
, where ∆zj = t3j − tzj .

13We note that the retention interval of the posttests is longer than what is conventionally referred to as “short-term” in
the interleaving literature, which often means impacts in the same day (e.g., Patel et al., 2016), or week (e.g., Taylor, 2008;
Taylor and Rohrer, 2010). Relative to these studies, our short-term results may be viewed as reflecting longer-term retention.
However, we note that the retention interval of these assessments is similar to other large field experiments of the interleaving
effect and prior studies examining the persistence of effects over intervals as short as the posttests find, if anything, that very
short-run impacts tend to be smaller than longer-run impacts (Brunmair and Richter, 2019).

14Collapsing multiple outcomes into one in this way has the advantage of conciseness, higher follow-up rates (because analysis
is conducted on the set of students with at least one posttest result), and statistical power (e.g. Kling et al., 2007). Estimates
of the effect on this index can be interpreted approximately as the average of effects on individual posttests. Appendix Figure
A1 show that the average impacts are similar across the three posttests.
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three terms. The cumulative assessment was deliberately designed to include the same problem types covered

in the previous three termly posttests described above. Thirty percent of the items from the cumulative

test are analogous to items found in the Term 1 posttest, 37 percent are found in the Term 2 posttest, and

33 percent are found in the Term 1 test (Table 2). The retention interval for the cumulative assessment,

calculated using the method described above, is 141 days.

Approximately 78% of students in comparison schools have cumulative test data. Interleaved schools are

four percentage points less likely to be observed for this test, but the difference is not statistically significant

(Panel A, Column 2, Table 3).

Note that the cumulative assessment includes material that was practiced almost nine months earlier

as well as material that may have been practiced shortly before the assessment. Effects observed on this

assessment may reflect a mixture of both impacts on short- (material from Term 3) and long-term retention

(material from Terms 1 and 2). Estimates of the interleaving effect on the cumulative assessment may be

biased in the direction of the impact on short-term retention relative to a test that excludes Term 3.

A note on differential attrition Differences in follow-up rates among students in the interleaved and

blocked conditions may raise concerns that the results are compromised by selective attrition. While we

cannot rule out this possibility, empirical evidence weighs against this hypothesis. Because the effect of

interleaved practice on individual posttests is similar (Appendix Figure A1), and most students have at least

one test over the course of the program, we do not think that the estimated effects are compromised by

attrition. Furthermore, (non-) attrited students do not appear to be higher- or lower-performing at baseline

(Appendix Table A3). We find that lower follow-up rates among students in interleaved classrooms are

partly explained by student absence from class on the day of the test (Appendix Table A4). Attrition cannot

be explained by teachers not administering the test or that students are missing from the test file. One

interpretation of the impact on attrition on individual tests could be that students find interleaved practice

more challenging (Taylor, 2008; Ziegler and Stern, 2014, e.g.), become discouraged and attend school less

frequently.15

15Pupils were not informed in advance about the tests, and so it is unlikely that they were avoiding the assessment itself.
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3 Empirical framework

We want to estimate the effect of increasing interleaved math practice on test scores Ys,i,j where s indexes

outcomes, i students, and j schools. To do so, we estimate the following linear model of test scores

Yijs = αs + βsZj + γspj + ϵijs (1)

where Zj ∈ 0, 1 indicates whether the classroom was assigned to the interleaving group, pj is the probability

that school j would be assigned to the interleaving condition, and ϵijs is an idiosyncratic error term potentially

containing a common classroom component.16 Estimating Equation 1 yields β̂s. Given random assignment

of Zj , β̂s is an unbiased estimate of the average effect of increasing interleaving in problem sets compared to

blocking on outcome s. Because blocked practice was the status quo ante, we refer to the blocked condition

as a “comparison” group and we call the estimate β̂s, the effect of interleaved relative to blocked practice,

the “interleaving effect”. Standard errors are clustered at the school level.17

Motivated by prior literature showing that interleaving may have heterogeneous impacts on students

depending on their initial level of mathematical knowledge (Ostrow et al., 2015), we extend the analysis to

explore distributional impacts. First, we test whether variation in the impact of interleaving on students is

predicted by a student’s baseline test score by estimating the following linear regression model:

Yijs = δs + κsZj + λsZj × yi + µsyi + πspij + ηijs (2)

where yi is a baseline math test score, which has mean zero in the blocked practice group. We use the

mean of the three midterm and endterm math scores prior to the start of the program. Estimation by OLS

yields κ̂s, which gives the effect of interleaving on a student with a baseline test score equal to zero and λ̂s,

the difference in the effect for a student with a baseline test score one standard deviation above the mean.

16We control for the probability that the school would have been assigned to the interleaving condition instead of strata
dummies because, for specifications in this study, there are randomization strata with non-varying treatment status after
conditioning on observation of all data used in the specification. This is especially important in the case of the tests of
heterogeneous impacts across students with different baseline test scores because these data are not available from all schools.
Controlling for the probability of treatment is sufficient to ensure unconfoundedness (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2017; Angrist et al.,
2022; Borusyak and Hull, 2020) and conserves the sample size for estimation. Results are broadly similar when controlling for
strata fixed effects.

17While conventional in school-clustered randomized evaluations, we note that clustering at the randomization unit level
may produce misleading inference. Chaisemartin and Ramirez-Cuellar (2020) show that, in cluster-randomized evaluations,
when randomization strata contain a small number (less than 10) of randomization units (schools, in this case), clustering at
the stratum level produces more accurate inferential error rates. Only 2 (out of 10) strata contain more than 10 schools (
Appendix Figure A2). However, because the number of strata is also small, clustering at the strata level can produce downward
biased estimates of standard errors of the interleaving effect (Cameron and Miller, 2015). In our specifications (which do not
include randomization strata fixed effects) errors clustered at the school level may produce slightly conservative inference in
expectation (Chaisemartin and Ramirez-Cuellar, 2020). Clustering standard errors at the strata level in conjunction with wild
cluster bootstrap inference (Cameron and Miller, 2015) does not meaningfully affect our main results (see Appendix Table A5).
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Second, we use quantile regression to examine distributional impacts further. Estimation of Equation 2 can

understate the degree to which the interleaving effect varies with baseline math skills if the scores contain

measurement error.18 Quantile regression gives the interleaving effect β̂τ
s at a chosen percentile τ of the test

score distribution. Under an assumption that the relative ranks of children are preserved regardless of the

form of practice, quantile regression estimates can be interpreted as giving the effect on students at different

initial rankings within the classroom. In our case, we take the similarity in the results from estimating the

interaction and the quantile regression as evidence that rank-preservation holds approximately.

We test whether the effect on longer-run retention (the effect on the cumulative assessment) is equal

to the short-term retention (the effect on the posttest) by estimating the effects jointly using seemingly

unrelated regression (SUR) and then test the hypothesis that the estimated effects on the two outcomes are

equal.

4 Results

This section shows that interleaved practice in mathematics class yields only small positive and not statisti-

cally significant increases in the longer-term cumulative assessment test scores compared to blocked practice.

Interleaving yields larger gains on shorter-term test scores and the effect is largest for students at the bottom

of the test score distribution.

Main results The short-term effect of the interleaved practice on the posttest measuring end-of-term

retention is 0.29 standard deviations (Table 3, Panel B, Column 1). This effect would be equivalent to

moving a student from the median of the comparison group distribution of test scores to the 61st percentile.

This effect size is very close to that obtained from a meta-analysis of evaluations comparing the short-term

effects of interleaving to blocked practice in mathematics education (0.34 standard deviations) (Brunmair and

Richter, 2019). We find that the impacts on individual posttests are very similar across the three posttests

(Appendix Figure A1). It is perhaps noteworthy that the largest impact comes from the third posttest which

also happens to be the test with the shortest average retention interval (23 days compared to 45.5 and 38.5

for the first and second posttests respectively). However, the difference between the interleaving effect on

the third posttest and the other posttests is not statistically significant.

18Quantile regression estimates come from the same linear model as Equation 1. Quantile regression estimates come from
minimizing the loss function as expressed below:

(ατ
s βτ

s γτ
s )

′ = arg min(α β γ)′∈R3

n∑
i=1

(ρτ (Yijs− αs − βsZj − γspjθ)) , (3)

where ρτ (x) = x(τ − 1{x < 0}).
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The effect of interleaved practice on the cumulative test score is 0.04 standard deviations (Table 3, Panel

B, Column 2). The null hypothesis that the impact of interleaving on the cumulative assessment is zero

cannot be rejected. Given the standard error, we are unable to rule out moderate positive or negative impacts

of interleaving on the cumulative assessment. The 95 percent confidence interval includes effects from -0.27

to 0.35 standard deviations.

The longer-term effects are smaller than the short-term effects. A test of the hypothesis that the effects

on the cumulative assessment and posttests are equal can be rejected at the 5 percent level (Table 3, Panel

B). Given the large positive impacts on the Term 3 posttest that was administered only days before the

cumulative assessment, and the fact that one-third of the items on the cumulative assessment were from the

Term 3 posttest, which was administered only days before the cumulative assessment, these results suggest

that the impacts on retention of material from the first two terms may be even lower. If we assume that (a)

the overlapping material on the cumulative and Term 3 assessments were a representative subsample of the

Term 3 posttest items, and (b) that the impact on the material in the Term 3 posttest persisted to the date

of the cumulative assessment, then this implies that the point estimate of the implied effect on Term 1 and

2 material would be -0.1 standard deviations (CI: -.47 - .27).19

Distributional effects Interleaving appears to have larger, more persistent, and more robust impacts on

lower-performing students than on higher-performing students. 20 As discussed below, this pattern of effects

is found both in estimates of the interaction between baseline test scores and the interleaving condition as

described in Equation 2 and in quantile regression estimates.

Estimates of the interaction between interleaved practice and baseline test scores reveal negative point

estimates across both tests (Table 3, Panel C), although only in the case of the short-term posttest is this

interaction statistically significant. For students at the mean of the test score distribution, the interleaving

effect on the posttest is estimated to be 0.35 standard deviations (Column 1). For a student with a one

standard deviation greater baseline test score, the effect is 0.19 standard deviations lower, or 0.16 standard

deviations. Alternatively, for a student who is one standard deviation below the mean, the interleaving effect

is estimated to be 0.54 standard deviations. For students at the mean of the test score distribution, the

estimated interleaving effect on the cumulative assessment is 0.02 standard deviations, and the estimated

interaction term is -0.05 standard deviations (Table 3, Panel C, Column 2). Neither coefficient is statistically

distinguishable from zero. However, in light of the heterogeneity on the posttest, it is perhaps noteworthy

19This estimate is obtained by noting that the effect on the cumulative assessment βcumulative = 0.37βterm 1 + 0.30βterm 2 +
0.33βterm 3 given the composition of the cumulative assessment shown in Table 2 and the assumptions described above.

20We also test for heterogeneous impacts of interleaved practice by gender (Table A6). Average treatment effects on the
posttests are larger for male pupils, but we find no statistically significant differences in treatment effects for male and female
pupils.
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that these results are similarly signed to those for the posttest.

The effect was largest at the bottom of the distribution for both the posttests and cumulative assessment.

On the short-term test, effects at the 10th, 20th, 25th and 50th percent are respectively 0.49, 0.44, 0.44,

and 0.38 standard deviations and statistically significant.21 The estimated effect on the 20th percentile is

0.49 standard deviations and highly statistically significant (Figure 5) on the long-term test.22. Notably,

the estimated effect at the 90th percentile is -0.33 standard deviations and we are able to reject the null

hypothesis at the five percent level, suggesting that interleaving may be harmful for top performers.

Adjusting the cumulative assessment to account for the material from Term 3 suggests that the impact on

long-term retention may have been even smaller. Figure 5 shows two approaches to partial out performance

on the Term 3 posttest from the cumulative assessment. The bottom left panel reports quantile regression

estimates using a residual performance on the cumulative assessment after removing the number we expect

they would have correctly answered given their performance on the Term 3 posttest. Because 33 percent of

the cumulative assessment included items that would have been overlapping with the Term 3 assessment,

we form a residualized test score: ỹ = Cumulative score − 0.33 × Term 3 posttest score. The bottom right

panel shows results from the quantile regression including the Term 3 posttest score as a control. In both

cases, estimates at all quantiles are shifted downwards, and estimated effects on the top quartile are large

and in many cases highly statistically significant.

Gender heterogeneity We tested for and found no evidence of heterogeneous impacts by gender. Results

are reported in Appendix Table A6.

5 Discussion and conclusion

This study evaluates a nine-month – full academic year – program that increased the amount of interleaved

practice used in grade 5 mathematics classwork in Nigeria. Students in the interleaved program would be

exposed daily to practice problems related to the material covered in that term so far, with about half

related to the topic of the day and the other half related to the previous topics of the day from that

same term. Students in blocked comparison classes would practice the same number of problems, but the

material was always related to the topic of the day. Our analysis finds that interleaving had statistically

significant, and positive impacts on short-term retention tests covering material practiced for each of the

prior three respective school terms. These impacts are similar to those observed in the prior literature from

high-income countries. However, on an end-of-year cumulative test covering materials from across the three

21For a visual comparison of the test score distributions see Figure 4.
22Appendix Table A7 reports results in table form.
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terms, students in the interleaved program had scores that were statistically indistinguishable from those

comparison students who had been following blocked practices. The absence of an aggregate impact may

reflect heterogeneous distributional impacts of interleaving: while the bottom of the long-term test score

distribution appears to have improved from interleaved practice, these gains are offset by negative impacts

at the top.

The pattern of effects observed can be explained by recognizing that math learning combines many inter-

related skills (e.g. Silver, 1986; Rittle-Johnson et al., 2001). While interleaving may support learning about

categories (e.g., matching problems to solutions) it may be a less efficient way to develop other mathematical

skills, such as the ability to carry out the solution without making errors (i.e., “procedural knowledge”).23

Low-achieving students may struggle with the first step of linking problems with solution strategies, and

therefore benefit more from interleaved practice. A higher-achieving student might be better able to master

the classification step over time and therefore would benefit more from practice that helps them develop

procedural fluency.

There are several reasons why higher-achieving students might need less support learning to classify

problems. First, top math students in the present study tend to perform better even before math practice,

as measured by pretests. This suggests they may have higher levels of conceptual knowledge which could

help them acquire foundational classification skills more rapidly.24 Second, there may be other opportunities

for effortful retrieval that may benefit students with initially stronger math skills. Regular testing and review

modules give students distributed practice at longer retrieval intervals. Lower-achieving students may benefit

less from these retrieval opportunities if they have less ability to remember material from one representation

to the next. Third, behavioral responses to the program may also explain differences in learning needs (Todd

and Wolpin, 2003). Top-performing students may be more likely to use self-study to address gaps in their

ability to recognize different types of problems.

Heterogeneous impacts of the form of practice have important policy implications. First, the standard

practice of blocking practice early on in instruction may be less suitable for struggling students. The

prevalence of blocked practice (e.g. Rohrer et al., 2020a) may reflect historical biases toward supporting the

development of the most advanced students (Kremer, 2003; Glewwe et al., 2009). Increasing interleaving may

be especially important in low- and middle-income countries where low learning levels are common (Patel

and Sandefur, 2020; Angrist et al., 2020). Second, one-size-fits-all practice sequences may be sub-optimal

in some cases. Several studies have demonstrated that adapting the level of difficulty of instruction to a

23Interleaving is believed to support inductive learning where students must learn to discriminate between two categories,
especially where the differences between categories are subtle (Brunmair and Richter, 2019), but evidence is mixed for other
learning tasks (e.g. Noh et al., 2016).

24Pretests are sometimes used to measure conceptual knowledge (e.g. Rittle-Johnson et al., 2001).
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student’s level can produce large learning gains (Banerjee et al., 2007; Duflo et al., 2011; Banerjee et al.,

2017; Muralidharan et al., 2019). The results of the present study suggest that, in addition to the level

of instruction, differentiating the form of practice depending on students needs may also produce larger

learning gains on average. Future work is needed to assess whether differentiation along these lines can

produce benefits.

Large short-term impacts on lower achieving students may themselves be policy-relevant. First, students

who struggle with math early may be more likely to develop math anxiety (Ramirez et al., 2013) or a fixed

mindset (Blackwell et al., 2007), which could hold back effort in math later in life. Second, larger short-

term impacts on retention of students more likely to struggle with newly taught math skills may allow for

adjustments to the pace of instruction. In the present study, the amount of material was held fixed, but

in settings where the pace of instruction is slowed to accommodate lower-achieving students, interleaved

practice allows for a faster pace including advanced material that may benefit higher-achieving students

(Cohodes, 2020).

Broadly, our results suggest that using cognitive science to develop effective policies may require con-

sideration of counterfactual opportunities to encode long-term retention of mathematics material. Scientific

studies of memory typically control counterfactual learning conditions to establish clear causal connections

between variables of interest. However, students learn in complex environments with multiple opportunities

to rehearse their skills. For example, the three posttests used to measure short-term retention themselves

provided an opportunity for retrieval practice (Karpicke and Roediger, 2008) that was itself interleaved, po-

tentially diminishing the contrast between the two conditions. Furthermore, students are not passive actors

in their learning: the net effect of any educational policy reflects the direct effect of the policy as well as the

impacts on the behavior of students, their parents, and their teachers (Todd and Wolpin, 2003).

We note some alternative explanations for the fadeout of the effect and why we feel that these are less

compelling, but which would have different policy implications.

Broadly, there are two possible reasons why the interleaving effect would fade out: forgetting in interleaved

classrooms and catch-up in blocked classrooms. While we cannot rule out forgetting, there are several reasons

to suspect its role was small. The short-term assessments reflect skills learned over a relatively long period

of time (36 days on average) and indicate long-term memory consolidation as opposed to short-term test

cramming. The broad similarity of math topics in this setting and frequent testing indicate high levels of

repetition and retrieval practice, so it’s unclear why newly learned skills, consolidated over a month, should

then be rapidly forgotten. Also, students in both the interleaved and blocked conditions answered more

items correctly on the cumulative assessment than either the Term 2 or Term 3 assessments (see Appendix

Figure A3).
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Another unlikely explanation is that the absence of an effect on the cumulative assessment may reflect

a comparison of inconsistent units. A standard deviation of the cumulative assessment distribution may

measure a larger difference in learning than a standard deviation of the posttest distribution. This might

be because the test is more comprehensive or differences in the tests’ properties. In this view, the smaller

estimated effect on the cumulative assessment may be consistent with persistent effects in the underlying

skills measured (albeit noisily) by the cumulative assessment. This interpretation does not have strong

support in the data: the cumulative assessment is similarly correlated with posttests as the other posttests

are to one another (See Appendix Table A8). Also, this interpretation does not easily explain the negative

impacts at the top of the distribution on the cumulative assessment.

A final interpretation for which we find little evidence is that the cumulative assessment is biased down-

ward due to selective attrition. The risk that the interleaving effect for the cumulative assessment is compro-

mised by selective attrition is greater than that for the posttest index, for which follow-up is high. However,

as we note in our discussion of attrition, we see no evidence of selection on observable characteristics con-

ditional on follow-up on the cumulative assessment, as shown in Appendix Table A3. Despite the similar

follow-up rates on the Term 3 and cumulative assessments (Appendix Table A3), we find very large impacts

on the Term 3 posttest (Appendix Figure A1). Finally, Appendix Table A3 reports covariate balance be-

tween the interleaved and blocked condition conditional on follow-up on all of the individual posttests. On

observable characteristics, we see no evidence of differences in the composition of the sample conditional on

follow-up for any single test.
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Figures & Tables

Figure 1: Example practice set for blocked and interleaved practice

Blocked practice Interleaved practice

Write as a percent:
1) 5/10 1) Write 5/10 as a percent.
2) 7/10 2) Express 65% as a fraction.
3) 8/10 3) Write 8/10 as a percent
4) 7/20 4) List all the factors of 120.
5) 9/20 5) Write 9/20 as a percent.
6) 8/25 6) Write the multiples of 7 between 15 and 50.
7) 9/25 7) The numerator of a fraction is the prime nu-

mber between 8 and 12. The denominator is a
multiple of 10 between 18 and 22. Write this
fraction as a percent.

8) 9/50 8) Sam got 9 marks out of 20 in an exam. What
is his marks in percent?

Notes: Examples of blocked practice vs. interleaved practice (independent
study). All items in the blocked practice set cover the topic of the day. Items in
the interleaved practice set cover the topic of the day (problem 1, 3, 5, 8), topics
from previous lessons (problem 2, 4, 6) and an integrated problem (7).
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Figure 2: Consort diagram

Notes: Figure shows the process of arriving at the final sample of schools and students for analysis. The final row shows the number of students in
blocked and interleaved schools that have a test for each of the tests.
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Figure 3: Timeline of events

17.09.
2018

PO1

03.12.
2018

14.01.
2019

PO2

01.04.
2019

06.05.
2019

PO3

21.06
2019

CU

26.06
2019

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

Interleaving Intervention

Notes: Figure shows the project timeline. PO=Posttest and CU=Cumulative assessment.

Figure 4: Test score distributions

Notes: Each figure plots the kernel density of test scores in blocked and interleaved classrooms.
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Figure 5: Effects across quantiles

Notes: Figure shows the effects of interleaving at percentiles of the distribution of test scores. The line represents the point estimate at each ventile.
The darker area represents the 10% confidence interval and the lighter area represents the 5% confidence interval.
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Table 1: Sample characteristics at baseline

Blocked Interleaved P- Number of Number of
Mean Mean Mean value students schools
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Student-level characteristics

Age 9.81 9.79 9.83 0.65 687 59
Years enrolled 1.23 1.20 1.28 0.60 687 59
Female 0.51 0.48 0.54 0.13 687 59
Baseline score 0.02 0.07 -0.05 0.41 476 43

Panel B: School-level characteristics

Years the school is open 1.53 1.46 1.60 0.43 687 59
Student-teacher ratio 23.27 23.00 23.59 0.93 687 59
Average percentage of lessons completed 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.69 687 59
Rural (v.s. Urban) 0.68 0.69 0.67 0.87 687 59
Osun state 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.79 687 59

Notes: P-values reported are from regressing the baseline characteristics on treatment (t-statistic), controlling linearly for
the probability of the schools’ assignment to the interleaving condition. For the individual-level variables the standard errors
are clustered by school. Student-teacher ratio and average percentage of lessons completed are based on values from previous
years. The Female-, Rural-, and Osun row report p-values from Z-tests. F(academy-level variables) = 0.34, F(individual level
variables) = 0.44. ***, **, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.
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Table 2: Topics covered in end-of-term posttests and cumulative assessment

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Cumulative

Panel A: Subjects covered by test
Algebra 7% 17%
Roman numerals 13% 3%
Geometry 23% 46% 23%
Fractions 17% 17% 7% 10%
Percentages 3% 20% 7% 10%
Measurement units 10% 7% 13%
Ratio 10% 3% 3%
Arithmetic 23% 17% 10%
Decimal bases 20% 3% 13%
HCF and LCM 27% 3% 13%

Panel B: Solution concept alignment with end-of-term posttests
Term 1 100% 30%
Term 2 100% 37%
Term 3 100% 33%

Notes: This table reports the topics covered in each end-of-term posttest and the cu-
mulative assessment. Material covered in the end-of-term posttests corresponds to the
material covered in instruction and in-class practice during that term. Panel A provides
an overview of the topics covered in each assessment. The percentage represents the per-
centage of questions in a specific test (e.g. posttest term 1) that covers the subtopic. Panel
B shows the fraction of items on the cumulative assessment that come from each of the
end-of-term tests.
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Table 3: The effect of interleaved practice on follow-up and math test scores

Posttest Cumulative
(1) (2)

Panel A: The effect of interleaved practice on follow-up

Interleaved practice 0.01 -0.04
(0.01) (0.04)

Blocked practice mean 0.97 0.78
Number of students 687 687
Number of schools 59 59

Panel B: The effect of interleaved practice on test scores

Interleaved practice 0.29** 0.04
(0.12) (0.16)

P-value that effect is equal to effect on cumulative test 0.02

Number of students 665 518
Number of schools 58 58

Panel C: The effect of interleaved practice interacted with baseline test scores

Interleaved practice 0.35*** 0.02
(0.13) (0.21)

Interleaved practice x Baseline testscore -0.19** -0.05
(0.09) (0.16)

Baseline testscore 0.70*** 0.55***
(0.08) (0.12)

Number of students 457 362
Number of schools 43 43

Notes: Baseline test score, in Panel C, is the average of 6 standardized baseline
math scores (3 midterms and 3 endterms). We control linearly for the probability of
the schools’ assignment to the interleaving condition in all specifications. Standard
errors are clustered at the school level. ***, **, and * indicate significance at 1%,
5%, and 10%.
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Appendices

Appendix A Details on the formation of interleaved practice ses-
sions

Interleaved practice sessions varied in the amount of reviewed material and the amount of time that had

elapsed between when non-aligned items had been practiced. At the start of each academic term, all practice

covered the topic of the day, so there was no difference between blocked and interleaved classrooms. As the

term progressed, students engaged in practicing material that was initially taught at an earlier point in

time relative to the moment of practice. This means that most of the non-aligned practice was review from

at most a few days prior. However, by the end of the term, non-aligned material would sometimes cover

material from as many as 8 units prior (a unit can range from between 3 and 5 lessons), although most

review was from less than 3 units prior.

NewGlobe applied a simple notation to articulate how the form of practice varied over time. The notation

L(n) refers to the aligned material, while L(n−x) refers to material from x lessons prior. Analogously L(u)

refers to material from the same unit, and L(u− x) refers to material from x units prior.

In Term 1, the first seven lessons covered only the topic of the day L(n). Lessons eight to ten had 50

percent L(n) problems interleaved with a single problem from each of the previous 5 lessons. Lessons 11-20

had 1 L(n) problem and 9 problems each from the previous 9 lessons and the remaining 32 lessons included

used the following structure:

1. L(n)

2. L(n)

3. L(n− 1)

4. L(n− 2)

5. L(n− 3)

6. L(u− 1)

7. L(u− 2)

8. L(u− 3)

9. L(n− z)

10. Integrated problem L(n) and L(n− z)

The penultimate question L(n − z) was selected to introduce the final, integrated problem. It always was

placed at the end of the sequence of practice.
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In Term 3, the first six Math 1 lessons and the first ten Math 2 lessons covered only the topic of the day

L(n). Starting with Lesson 11, practice typically included half L(n), one item from L(n− 2), another from

L(n− 4), and up to two items from prior units. In most cases, the lessons were between 1 and 3 units prior,

although six practice sessions included items from four units prior, and one included items from five units

prior. The practice did not include an integrated problem.

In Term 2, we do not have exact data on the interleaving strategy, although we believe that it was similar

to that in Term 3.
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Appendix B Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure A1: The effects of interleaved practice on math test scores by term

Notes: This figure shows the effect of interleaving compared to blocked problem sets on test scores in each
academic term.
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Figure A2: Number of schools per strata

Notes: This figure graphs the number of schools (units of randomization) per randomization stratum. The
horizontal represents the number of schools in the stratum, and the vertical axis represents the number of
strata with the corresponding number of schools.

Figure A3: Effects on number of items correct

Notes: Number of items correct on each assessment. Each assessment contained 30 items. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals. The numbers at the top indicate the estimated interleaving effect. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.
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Table A1: Duration and retention interval of studies of interleaving effect for mathematical tasks

(students)

Sample size

(schools)

Sample size

(months)

program

interleaving

Duration of

(Days)

interval

Retention

deviations)

(standard

Effect

Country
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Patel et al. (2016) 70 1 <1 <1 0.43 United States
Taylor (2008) 24 1 <1 1 1.11 United States
Taylor and Rohrer (2010) 24 1 <1 1 1.21 United States
Patel et al. (2016) 118 1 <1 3 0.42 United States
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 72 3 <1 3 0.33 Switzerland
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 154 6 <1 3 0.46 Switzerland
Ziegler and Stern (2016) 91 5 <1 3 1.21 Switzerland
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 4 -0.58 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 4 -0.41 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 4 -0.34 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 4 -0.56 United States
Ostrow et al. (2015) 146 1 <1 5 0.22 United States
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 72 3 <1 9 0.53 Switzerland
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 154 6 <1 9 0.50 Switzerland
Ziegler and Stern (2016) 91 5 <1 9 1.04 Switzerland
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 11 -0.83 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 11 -0.12 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 11 -0.69 United States
Rau et al. (2010) 54 3 <1 11 -0.28 United States
Rau et al. (2012) 115 6 <1 11 - United States
Nemeth et al. (2021) 236 4 <1 12 0.53 Germany
Nemeth et al. (2021) 236 4 <1 19 0.41 Germany
Bridge Nigeria (this study) 687 59 3 36 0.29 Nigeria
Rohrer et al. (2014) 140 1 2 46 1.05 United States
Nemeth et al. (2021) 236 4 <1 48 0.38 Germany
Rohrer et al. (2015) 126 1 3 48 0.42 United States
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 154 6 <1 72 0.76 Switzerland
Ziegler and Stern (2016) 91 5 <1 72 0.94 Switzerland
Rohrer et al. (2015) 126 1 3 76 0.79 United States
Rohrer et al. (2020b) 787 5 4 89 0.83 United States
Ziegler and Stern (2014) 65 3 <1 92 0.38 Switzerland

Bridge Nigeria study (this study) 687 59 9 141 0.04 Nigeria

Notes: This table compares the sample size, number of schools with study participants, duration, and retention interval of
studies of the impact of interleaving (versus blocked) math practice on math test scores. Duration refers to the length of
time from the start of the intervention to the end (the training period). To comparable measure of retention intervals across
studies, we standardize the calculation of the retention interval by calculating the number of days from the date of the test
to the average date at which tested items were practiced as part of the intervention. Individual studies may have multiple
reported impacts for separate sub-groups, alternative math assessments, and different retention intervals. Estimates from Rau
et al. (2010) are the comparisons of interleaved to blocked practice reported in Brunmair and Richter (2019).
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Table A2: The effect of interleaved practice on follow-up and math test scores, for stacked test scores

Posttest follow-up Posttest test scores
(1) (2)

Interleaved practice -0.05* 0.30**
(0.02) (0.12)

Blocked practice mean 0.86 0.07
Number of students 2,061 665
Number of schools 59 58

Notes: Specification 1 tests the effect of interleaved practice on
follow-up on the stacked posttest scores, and specification 2 tests
the effect of interleaved practice on stacked posttest scores. In both
specifications, we control linearly for the probability of the schools’
assignment to the interleaving condition interacted with a test iden-
tifier. Standard errors are clustered at the school level. ***, **, and
* indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.

Table A3: Baseline balance, conditional on follow up

sample

Posttest

sample

Cumulative test

sample

Posttest t1

sample

Posttest t2

sample

Posttest t3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.01
(0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09)

Female 0.06 0.06 0.08* 0.08* 0.08
(0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05)

Years enrolled 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.05
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13)

Baseline test score -0.14 -0.08 -0.16 -0.16 -0.10
(0.17) (0.17) (0.17) (0.18) (0.17)

Number of students 665 518 646 582 506
Number of schools 58 58 58 57 58
Number of students with baseline test score 457 362 445 403 352
Number of schools with baseline test score 43 43 43 42 43

Notes: This table shows balance on baseline variables between interleaved and blocked conditions, conditional on
follow-up on the cumulative test (Column 1) or on a posttest (Column 2-5). Each coefficient comes from a regression
of the baseline characteristic on assignment to the interleaved condition. This table also shows that one school dropped
out in all samples. The reason this school dropped out is because only one student in that school meets the inclusion
criteria, and this student doesn’t have test scores. In all specifications we control linearly for the probability of the
schools’ assignment to the interleaving condition. Standard errors are reported in parentheses and are clustered at the
school level. ***, **, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.
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Table A4: The effect of interleaved practice on additional measures of follow-up rates

term 1

Posttest

term 2

Posttest

term 3

Posttest

test

Cumulative

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: The effect of interleaved practice on (pupil) being marked absent

Interleaved practice 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.04
(0.02) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04)

Blocked practice mean 0.06 0.12 0.24 0.22
Number of students 683 686 686 687
Number of schools 59 59 59 59

Panel B: The effect of interleaved practice on assessment not administered

Interleaved practice (-) 0.09 (-) (-)
(0.06)

Blocked practice mean 0.00
Number of students 683 686 686 687
Number of schools 59 59 59 59

Panel C: The effect of interleaved practice on pupil’s absence from test file

Interleaved practice 0.007 -0.003 0.003 (-)
(0.006) (0.003) (0.003)

Blocked practice mean 0.003 0.003 0.000
Number of students 687 687 687 687
Number of schools 59 59 59 59

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the strata level. ***, **, and * indicate
significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. The dependent variable in Panel A is a binary
variable that is equal to one if a pupil is marked as absent in the test file. The
dependent variable in Panel B is a binary variable that is equal to one if the
assessment was not administered by the school. The dependent variable in
Panel C is a binary variable that is equal to one if a pupil is missing from a
test file. We control linearly for the probability of the schools’ assignment to
the interleaving condition in all specifications.
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Table A5: The effect of interleaved practice on math test scores, using the Wild Cluster Bootstrap-t procedure

Posttest Cumulative
(1) (2)

Interleaved practice 0.29*** 0.04

Wild bootstrap pvalue 0.04 0.87
Wild bootstrap CI [0.015, 0.637] [-0.421, 0.458]

Number of students 665 518
Number of schools 58 58

Notes: In both specifications, we control linearly for the
probability of the schools’ assignment to the interleav-
ing condition. Standard errors are clustered at the ran-
domization strata level. P-values estimated with the wild
cluster bootstrap-t procedure are provided within squared
brackets below the clustered standard errors. ***, **, and
* indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.

Table A6: The effect of interleaved practice on math test scores, by gender

Posttest Cumulative
(1) (2)

Interleaved practice 0.40** 0.17
(0.16) (0.20)

Interleaved practice x Female -0.20 -0.25
(0.14) (0.20)

Female 0.03 0.11
(0.11) (0.16)

Interleaving effect for female students 0.20* -0.08
(0.12) (0.17)

Number of students 665 518
Number of schools 58 58

Notes: Female is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a
pupil is female, and 0 if the pupil is male. In both specifications
we control linearly for the probability of the schools’ assignment
to the interleaving condition. Standard errors are clustered at the
school level. ***, **, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and
10%.
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Table A7: The effect of interleaved problem sets on test score quantiles

Posttest Cumulative
(1) (2)

10th percentile 0.49*** 0.16
(0.14) (0.21)

20th percentile 0.44*** 0.49***
(0.13) (0.17)

25th percentile 0.44*** 0.33*
(0.15) (0.20)

50th percentile 0.38** -0.00
(0.15) (0.19)

75th percentile 0.14 -0.16
(0.13) (0.18)

80th percentile 0.17 -0.10
(0.13) (0.20)

90th percentile 0.09 -0.33**
(0.12) (0.15)

Number of students 665 518
Number of schools 58 58

Notes: Each estimated effect is from a separate
quantile regression. In all specifications, we con-
trol linearly for the probability of the schools’
assignment to the interleaving condition. Stan-
dard errors are clustered at the strata level. ***,
**, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and
10%.

Table A8: Correlation between the different scores

test

Baseline

1

term

Posttest

2

term

Posttest

3

term

Posttest

test

lative

Cumu-

Baseline test 1.00
Posttest term 1 0.57 1.00
Posttest term 2 0.46 0.48 1.00
Posttest term 3 0.47 0.64 0.54 1.00
Cumulative test 0.44 0.59 0.64 0.68 1.00

Notes: This table describes correlations between the different assessments
within this study. The baseline test score represents the average score of six
historical mid and end-term assessments administered by Bridge Nigeria in
the previous year.
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